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Notes from the Dean
Law School scene. Two new visiting professors have contributed to
our teaching staff this year. They
are Professor Fred W. Peel from the
University of Arkansas, Little
Rock, School of Law and Professor
Garrett Flickinger of the University
of New Mexico Law School. Professor Peel teaches in the tax field
while Professor Flickinger is a
property, wills and estates professor. We appreciate their service to
the institution. They have done a
splendid job.

By
A.

J.

Thomas,

Jr.

It hardly seems possible but
another academic year at the School
of Law is rapidly drawing to a close.
As of this writing, a few weeks remain of class time before the beginning of examinations. A few weeks
, later on May 17th and 18th, the
Hooding Ceremony and graduation
take place. For me, it is with a feeling that resembles sadness "as the
mist resembles the rain'' to reminisce about thirty-two graduations that have occurred since I
came to teach at the Law School,
and to remember the fine young
people who have been with us and
have gone on to take their places in
the legal world. The years have
come and gone and many of us have
now become older. You notice I say
"older", and not "old." There is
little that can be done about this
state of affairs, except that one
needs to keep a "stiffupperlip" and
remain young at heart. Memories
and tales of bygone law school antics have become the legends which
bring together the generations of
SMU law students.

The semester has been a good one
with new personalities crossing the

We have several openings for the
coming academic year. We have
filled two of them. Carla Neely will
be with us to take over in the estate
planning and wills and estate administration area. Professor Jeffrey
N. Pennell will also contribute in the
estate planning area as well as in
trust administration. Ms. Neely has
her B.A. degree from Duke University and her J.D. from the University of Florida. She has been practicing for some three years with the
firm of King & Spaulding in Atlanta.
Professor Pinnell is Associate Professor of Law at the University of
Oklahoma.
I am sure that you will be interested to learn that former Dean
Charley Galvin will be returning to
the Law School next fall. He has
been on leave this year teaching at
the Duke Law School in the Fall and
the Pepperdine Law School in the
Spring. We will welcome him home.
We need him.

In the Law School, two new
courses were inaugurated this year.
Business Torts was taught by Professor William L. Crowe in the Fall
and Criminal Tax procedure is now
being jointly taught by Lawrence
Jones and G. Tom Rhodus, two of
our downtown practitioners.
Another noteworthy Law School
event that may be called to your

attention is the excellent symposium recently put on by the SMU
Center for Advanced Professional
Development in Product Liability.
It received the highest compliments. The upcoming Texas Family
Law Symposium, I am sure, will
also be received with acclaim. The
annual Air Law Symposium, held
March 6-8, at Loew's Hotel Anatole
was, as always, a great success. The
attendance this year was the largest
yet with representatives from many
nations of the world. The annual
joint meeting of the Law School
Board of Visitors, the Law School
Committee of the Board of Trustees
and the Officers and Directors of the
Law Alumni Association will take
place on March 27, This is a wellattended occasion where an exchange of ideas can come about. We
are grateful to the participants and
their interest in the Law School.
Recently I attended an American
Bar Association Dean's Workshop.
The problem of Legal Education
was discussed, although as far as I
could tell, few solutions were forthcoming. Such vexing and long-term
questions as promotion and tenure,
faculty development and faculty
salaries were discussed. Student
admissions were subjected to
scrutiny which demanded a look at
the LSA T, special admissions and
affirmative action as well as nontraditional admissions systems. The
problem of "skills" legal education
was on the agenda. But most worrisome were the possible future
trends and divergencies in costs and
revenues. With inflation mounting,
there is the possibility of a lessened
Law School enrollment because of
the facts of a higher tuition and the
baby-boom bust, which created an
enigma for law schools , particularly
private law schools. So far, SMU
enrollment has not lessened; we
hope to weather the storm.
(continued, p. 4)
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(continued from p. 3)
Well, my friends, I believe that it
is almost"-30-" for me insofar as
my occupation of the dean's position is concerned. I am pleased to
announce that SMU Law Professor
Jeswald W. Salacuse has been
selected the new Dean of the School
of Law. He is a talented, capable
and energetic person who enjoys
the full support of our faculty. I am
confident that after you meet the
new Dean you will agree that his
selection will guarantee the continuing development of the School as
one of the outstanding legal centers
in this country. Thus, this is my last
semester at playing the executiveadministrative game. Presently,
personal plans, always the Good
Lord willing, call for a leave and
then return to teaching at the Law
School for another few years.
I thank all of you for your continuing interest in the Law School and
for the very kind words of commendation which many of you have
written to me. Ann and I would love
to see you all. Why don't "y'all
come?''.

Salacuse New Dean
Of the Law School
President James H. Zumberge and Provost James E. Brooks announced Friday, April 25, to the faculty of the School of Law that
Professor Jeswald W. Salacuse will become the new Dean of the SMU
School of Law. He will asstJme the office of the deanship on August 15,
1980.
Dean Designate Salacuse is a graduate of the Harvard Law School
where he obtained his Juris Doctor degree in 1963. He is a member of the
New York Bar and has had a distinguished career in teaching, administration, and the practice oflaw. His teaching career prior to coming to SMU
was centered in such African nations as Zaire, Nigeria, and the Sudan.
Among other positions, he has served as representative of the Ford
Foundation and as its regional specialist in law and development for the
Middle East. From 1977 to 1978 he was a Visiting Scholar at the Harvard
Law School, and in the fall of 1978 he began teaching at the Southern
Methodist University School of Law, specializing in such subject matters
as business associations, international economic development law, public
international law, and legal problems of international business. Dean
Designate Salacuse is the author of several books, monographs, and
articles on various aspects of African, Middle Eastern, and international
law. He is also a consultant to various organizations, including the Ford
Foundation and the U.S. Agency for International Development.
He is married to the former Donna Booth and they are the parents of
two children, Maria and William.
The next issue of The Brief will contain a statement from, and in-depth
interview with, Dean Designate Salacuse.

Hauer Heads
Library Fund
John L. (Jack) Hauer has agreed
to serve as the Chairman of the
1979-80 Law Library Fund and will
be working toward surpassing last
year's record total contributions of
$18,685.00. This special solicitation
is separate from the annual Law
School Fund and is solely for the
support of Underwood Law Library.
Mr. Hauer, a Stanford Law
School graduate and senior partner
in the Dallas firm of Akin, Gump,
Hauer & Feld will be asking area
law firms and sole practitioners to
join with him and assist the law
library in maintaining its superb
collection.
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(left to right)-Reba Rasor ('66) and Donald Smith look on as Clayton Mark
Lewis is presented the 1978-79 Koons, Smith & Rasor Family Law Award by
the firm's senior partner, William Koons(' 58 ). Sharing the award with Lewis
is Ben Broocks (not pictured). Also shown are Dean A. J. Thomas, Jr. and
Associate Dean Joseph McKnight.

President's Report:

Alumni SupportMore Important Than Ever
addition, the Law School's placement statistics for Law School
graduates remain high despite other
areas of the country reporting fewer
jobs for law graduates. Nevertheless, during these times of rising
costs and keen competition among
law schools for top students, the
need for alumni support is greater
than ever. I am pleased, to advise
that our Law School Alumni have
met this challenge for the fiscal year
1979-1980.

Robert L. Trimble
President,
SMU Law Alumni Association
1979-1980

I am pleased to report that the
general state of the Law School is
good. As of the spring semester
1980, the Law School has enrolled
670 in the Juris Doctor Program and
100 in the Graduate Program seeking either Master of Comparative
Law of Masters of Laws degrees. In

Class of '72
Creates Steffens
Law Scholarship
Twenty graduates of the 1972
Law School class have contributed
to establish a scholarship in memory of John S. Steffens, their former
classmate . Steffens pa sed away
last year and is survived by his parents Mr. and Mrs . Robert J. Steffens of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. A
deserving student will be named the
John S. Steffens Memorial Scholar
in the Fall.

Under the leadership of Gene W.
Francis (Class of '66), the Law
School telefund for this fiscal year
received pledges of $1 14 000, approximately $2 J 000 over last year
le lefund . With this fine start , we are
hop in g to lop las t year s Law
School F u nd total by at least
$30,000. I wish to thank Gene and
the many other alumni who gave
their time and money in furtherance
of this year's Law School Fund.
Another important challenge to

our Law School and its alumni is the
maintenance of the first-class law
library we now have at the Law
School. Jack Hauer has been named
this year's Law Library Fund
Chairman and solicitations are now
underway for contributions to the
Law Library Fund. I urge your support for this most worthy cause.
As most of you are aware , lhe
search for a new Dean in contin uing
and by the time this report reaches
you , one will have been chosen. In
closing this report 1 wou ld e pecially like to thank A. J. T ho ma ,
Jr. Dean Interim for hi uperb
steward hip of the Law School during this most difficult transitional
period. Through his effort and leadership, the Law School has
gathered an excellent facu lty, continued to buil d a quality library and
other physical facilities and attract a
sizeable share of talented students.
Thanks again, A . J., for a job will
done.

New Facult
W. Garrett Flickinger-A .B., Yale
University; J.D., University of Michigan.
Professor Flickinger has been a Professor of Law at New Mexico University School of Law since 1974. He was
formerly in the private practice of law
with the firm of White & Case in New
York City from 1955-60; Assistant Profe ssor of Law, Boston University,
1960-63: Associate Professor and Professor of Law, University of Kentucky,
1963-74. Professor Flickinger is a visiting Professor of Law and is teaching
courses in Wills and Estate Administration and Property II.
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Dallas and the SMU Law School:
By Beverly May Carl
The Southern Methodist University Law School is located in a city
that has become a major international center. Symbolic of this new
status is the impressive World
Trade Center. By 1976, annual exports of manufactured goods from
the Dallas-Fort Worth region
amounted to $1.3 billion. Close to
ten per cent of the metroplex' s total
production is now sold abroad.
The DFW airport connects directly with Asia, Latin America and
Europe. Two major airlines are
headquartered here. Recently, a
free trade zone was established
at this airport. The Journal of Air
Law and Commerce, distributed
throughout the world, is published
in Dallas by the Law School.
Local banks lent foreign governments over $900 million in 1977.
Loans from Dallas and Fort Worth
to private foreign companies exceeded $800 million in 1977 and
reached $810 million during the first
half of 1978.
This expansion of international
business extends to the entire State
of Texas. From 1972 to 1976, exports of manufactured goods from
this State rose 162 per cent to a level
of $5.2 billion annually. Almost 12
per cent of the manufacturing
employment in Texas is directly or
indirectly attributable to exports.
Agricultural sales added another
$1.8 billion to Texas exports in
1977; this represents four times the
6

total shipped overseas in 1972.
Texas accounts for one-third of the
United States' cotton export and an
estimated one out of every four farm
jobs in Texas is related to exports.
The ports of Texas rank third in
the nation in terms of merchandise
shipped through them to foreign
countries. Approximately $9 billion
in goods flow out of Texas ports
each year. The movement of cargo
through the Port of Houston employs 345,000 people and has an annual regional impact of$2.7 billion.
Of the $170 billion invested by
American corporations overseas, a
significant portion comes from this
State. Examples of Texas companies with foreign subsidiaries include Dresser, Texas Instruments,
Hughes Tool and Anderson
Clayton. Moreover, a number of
foreign citizens are finding Texas an
attractive place to invest. Between
one quarter and one half million

Professor of Law at SMU, Ms.
Carl holds a J.D. degree from the
University of Southern California
and an LL.M. degree from Yale
University. She has served as President of the Dallas International
Law Association, Chairman of the
International Law Section of the
State Bar of Texas and Vice Chairman of the International Law Section of the American Bar Association. Recently, President Jimmy
Carter appointed her to the Board
of Foreign Scholarships, which
oversees the Fulbright exchange
program.

aliens legally reside in this State.
This growth in transactions with
other countries calls for development of lawyers competent to serve
the international businessman,
farmer and investor. Attorneys are
being asked to advise on export/
import sales, transnational tax
planning, foreign investment and
financing, as well as overseas licensing. Special problems arise in litigation involving foreign parties, especially sovereign nations. Currently
pending in Dallas are lawsuits
against foreign governments totalling about $40 million. In Houston,
$350 million in claims have been
filed against Pemex, the Mexican
government owned oil company,
for damages resulting from the
blowout of the Ixtoc oilwell in Campeche Bay.
Due to the foresight of Dean ad
interim A. J. Thomas and Dean
Emeritus Robert E. Storey, the
SMU Law School has been uniquely qualified to provide the
education needed by these transnational lawyers. In the early 1950s,
the Graduate School of American
and Foreign Law was established.
Since then, more than 500 lawyers
from 56 nations have earned Masters Degrees in Comparative Law at
this institution.
Moreover, SMU has an exceptionally rich curriculum in international law. Current offerings include: Legal Problems of International Business, U.S. Taxation of
International Transactions, Comparative Law I and II, Comparative
Private International Law, Common Market Law, International

♦I
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An International Hub
Economic Development Law I and
II, Public International Law, International Organizations, and Comparative Labor aw. By providing
the opportunity for an in-depth
tudy of international law, MU has
attracted American graduate law
students from multinational corporations, from private firms and
from governmental agencies, such
as the Department of Navy.
With this specialized training,
SMU law graduates can now be
found handling transnational legal
matters throughout the world.
Working for Baker & McKenzie has
taken Lawrence Johnson (J. D.,
1978) both to Bogota, Colombia and
Caracas, Venezuela. Carlos Ryerson (J. D., 1974), an associate of
Baker & Botts for the last several
years, has concentrated on Latin
American transactions. Paul Albers
(J. D., 1980) is joining the Department of State as a foreign ervice
officer. Kimberly Ray J. 0 ., 1979)
i negotiatin g internation al contracts on drilling rigs for SEDCO,
Inc.
John Chen (M.C.L., 1970) has established the Formosa Transnational Law Office, the first firm in
Taiwan to follow the American pattern of bringing t gether many attorneys, each of whom concentrates in particular legal fields. This
large office has lawyers fluent in
English, Japanese, German,
French, Mandarin, Taiwanese and
Hakka. With a German attorney already on board, Mr. Chen said he

hopes to add an American lawyer
who speaks Chinese.
Juan Casal (LL.M. 1977) erve
as legal counsel to the Argentine
affiliate of the Insurance ompany
of North America. Hoesein
Wiradinata (M.C.L., 1976) is based
in Sumatra, [ndone ia a a lawyer
for CaJ tex, a major oil company,
while Dolores Alvarad (M.C.L.,
1971 has been stationed in London
for Corpyen, S.A., a Venezuelan
petroleum concern. Luis Fuentes
(M.C.L., 1962) is a partner in the
leading firm of Barrios, Fuentes and
Urguiaga in Lima, Peru. Jose Entin
(M.C.L., 1972) works as an attorney for the Xerox Corporation in
Buenos Aires, Argentina.

'' ... more than 500
lawyers from 56
nations have earned
Masters Degrees
in Comparative Law
at this institution."
The increasing need of Texas
lawyers for additional information
about international and foreign law
bas led to the creation of new prof e ional · association · and educational seminars. The SMU Law
School and its graduates are playing
a leading role in thi development.
Both WaJLace Heitman (J.D., 1969)

and David Briggs (LL.M., 1962)
have served as presidents of the
Dallas International Law Association, an organization that offers
monthly luncheon speakers to its
member hip of ome eighty international practitioners. Jame E. Day
(J .D., 195'1) is tbe immediate past
Chairman of the Seclion of International Law of the State Bar of
Texas, which has now grown to
some 400 members. This Section's
first Institute on International Law
for the General Practitioner drew
more than 250 local lawyers. A key
addre s at that In titute wa given
by Jon R. Bauman (J.D., 1967) on
" Representation Agreement and
Agency Distributorships for Selling
Products Abroad."
The Center for Advanced Professional Development of the SMU
Law School held its first ympo ium
abroad in October 1979 on "Doing
Bu ine s in Mexico." SMU alumni
in Mexico City, like Manuel Garcia
Barragan (M.C.L., 1962) and William Kryzda (M. .L., 1953), helped
obtain outstanding Mexican peaker for the program, such as the
Director of the Legal Department
of the Mexican Commission on
Foreign Investment and Technology Tran fer . This three-day session was attended by more than seventy registrants. Dean Thomas
opened the conference; Professor
William Streng of SMU spoke on
"Taxation of U.S. Citizens and
Resident Employees in Mexico";
(continued, p. 8)
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and the author talked about suing
foreign governments in American
courts. The symposium will also
generate a two-volume loose-leaf
publication which will be up-dated
each year.
The reputation of the SMU Law
School overseas is making this institution especially attractive to
foreign scholars. Currently in residence at the Law School, as a "Distinguished Vi iting Scholar", is Dr.
Sunaryati Hartono, an out tanding
legal educator from Indonesia. She
holds a doctor's degree in law from
the University of Padjadjaran and a
post graduate diploma in law from
London. She has written numerous
books and articles on foreign investment and private international
law. In addition to her role in legal
education, she is an adviser to the
Indonesian Minister of Justice on
drafting legislation affecting
economic development. Under a
grant from the American government, Dr. Hartono is doing research
at SMU for a book on Legal Aspects
of Trade Between the United States
and Southeast Asia. Both she and
the U.S. Department of State
selected SMU for this purpose.
While in the People's Republic of
China with a delegation from the
American Bar Association, I met
Ms. Shen Shiao-ming, an attorney
with the Law Institute of the
Chinese Academy of Science. Ms.
Shen has been advising her government in the area of foreign investment legislation, international
trade and admiralty law. In the fall
of 1980, she will enter the SMU Law
School to study for an M.C.L. degree. Scholarships fund for this
purpose have been donated by three
Dallas based companies: the LTV
Corporation, the Hunt Oil Com8

♦I
pany and Enserch Corporation. Ms.
Shen will be one of the first, if not
the first, lawyers from the People's
Republic of China to enroll in a degree program at an American law
school. While welcoming this new
opening with the Chinese, the SMU
Law School is also carefully preserving warm relations with its
more than fifty Taiwanese graduates and students.
Prior to coming to SMU, Professor Peter Winship taught at the Law
School of the Haile Selassie Imperial University in Addis Ababa,
Ethopia. One of his students there
was Fekade Haregowdin. Mr.
Haregowdin has now chosen to do
his graduate work at SMU and is
scheduled to receive an M.C.L. degree in the spring of 1980.
The SMU Law faculty continues

==·-- *
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to be actively involved in overseas
projects. Both Dean Thomas and
former Dean Charles 0. Galvin
have recently lectured in South
Korea and Taiwan. Last summer,
Professor Howard Taubenfeld
taught courses in Israel and Greece.
Under a grant from the Government
of Japan Professor Charle Morris
wiU do research oo labor law in that
country during 1980. In May 1979,
Professor Jeswald Salacuse
traveled to Egypt under the sponsorship of the Ford Foundation to
evaluate that nation's investment
planning program; this year, he returned to advise on revision of
Egypt's company law. During
1977-78, Professor William Bridge
did research at the Court of Cassation, the Council of State and the
Comparative Law Center in Paris,
France. Associate Dean McKnight
was on leave in 1976 at the University of Salamanca, Spain.

(right)-Dr. Sunaryati Hartono, Distinguished Visiting Scholar from Indonesia, is welcomed to SMU by Dean A. J. Thomas and Professor Carl.

♦I
While lecturing before lawyers
from six national oil companie. and
at the Venezuelan National University Law School in 1978, I was able
to renew contact with some of our
graduates in that nation. One of the
key participants at the sessions with
the oil companie ' attorney was
Gilberto Villalba (M.C.L. , 1974) ,
who works for Lagoven, S.A. Omar
Benitez (M.C.L. , 1975) i an associate with Baker and McKenz ie io
Caracas. Jorge Nevett (M.C . L.
1976) serve as a lawyer for the
Venezuelan Credit Bank. Giuseppe
Grasso M.C.L. , l976) is Director
of the Trust Department of that
same bank. Mr. Grasso said that his
cour e in t11J ts at SMU had been of
invaluable a sistance in thi job.
EddyTorre Reye (M.C.L. 1977) ,
an attorney for the Central Bank of
Venezuela, was recently in London
negotiating with the International
Monetary Fund. Mr. Reyes stated
his basis knowledge of the world
monetary system was acquired at
SMU.

A 1979 peaking tour p n ored
by the U . . State Department
thr ugh Australia , Thailand ,
Malay ia and Taiwan permitted me
to visit ome of our graduate in
those countries . Renee Chang
(M.C.L., 1977) has been appointed
as a Ju tice of the Supreme Court of
Taiwan . Thiva lnthaseni (M.C.L. ,
1974) , a lawyer for the Central Bank
of Thailand, was departing for
Japan and Great Britain on business
for his country.

ginder Singh (M.C.L., 1972) is Dean
of the Law School of the Mara Institute of Technology in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Nasser Cassim
(LL.M., 1978) is a lecturer in law at
the University of Natal in South Africa. Mieke Palar Komar (M.C.L.,
1970) was instrumental in having the

University of Padjadjaran in Bandung, Indonesia invite me there as a
Fulbright Profe or for a cour e in
international bu ines law la t year.
Besides teaching air law at that
University, Mrs. Komar advises the
government on regulatory propo als affecting the aviation indusLry
and erve a coun el at the national aircraft company. Maria
Sumardjono (M.C.L., 1979) arranged for me to talk at her law
school of Gadja Mada University in
Jogjakarta Indonesia on "Law and
Housing Problems in Developing

" ... funds to
purchase legal
materials from
other nations
are very limited.''

Nations". She is now translating
these materials into Indonesian for

The impact of SMU is especially
evident in legal education. Gillian
Romuld (LL.M., 1972) is teaching
international law at Monash University in Melbourne, Australia. Ja-

publication as a joint book by us.
Mrs. Sumardjono bas also impo,ted
the Socratic teaching technique
from SMU. Since printed judicial
deci ion are not available in that

==--- *
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nation , he i u iog new paper
stories as her " ca e . Thi approach helps focu student attention on the practical problems of
modem day Indonesia.

Naturally this i only a partial account of the activities of SMU .Law
graduate in the international arena.
Next ummer during a lecture tour
in India and Nepal, I hope to see our
graduates there. Many of our other
alumni are also involved in transnational legal work. We would like
them to write and tell u what they
are doing.

The international and comparative law program of the SMU law
school has been carried on de pite
·triogent budgetary restrictions.
The grant which initially financed
this program has been exhausted.
Inflation has ev rely eroded other
resources . The need for scholar hip
money for foreign students is dire.
Likewise, funds to purcha e legal
materials from oth r nation are
very limited. Any financial donations t thi international program
from alumni or friends of the SMU
law chool would be invaluable assi tance. Foreign graduates who are
unable to give money might conider sending law books from their
countries to the SMU law library.

As the world becomes smaller
and the nations increasingly interdependent lawyers have a crucial role to play in creating a global
public order. We believe that Dallas
and the SMU law school can make a
special contribution in this field and
we hope you will j in us in an effort
to strengthen our international endeavors.
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Synopsis of a Symposium:
The direction of product liability
law-in light of the recently proposed Uniform Product Liability
Law (UPLL)-was debated by a balanced panel of plaintiffs and defense attorneys at a 3-day CLE
symposium in Dallas. Held at the
Fairmont Hotel in late February,
the event attracted 180 registrants
from 21 states. Chairing the symposium was SMU Law Professor
Vince Walkowiak; the program was
coordinated by Assistant Dean Ted
Reiner of the Law School's Center
for Advanced Professional Development.
Opening the meeting was Louis
R. Frumer, Vice-Chairman of
Matthew Bender & Co. and coauthor of the hornbook, "Frumer
and Friedman on Products Liability.'' In his opening remarks,
Frumer described the UPLL as a
response from the Department of
Commerce-Task Force on Product Liability to the besiegement by
manufacturers' lobbyists. Tracing
developments in product liability

law from McPherson v. Buick
through section 402A of the Restatement 2d of Torts and the proposed uniform law, Frumer noted
that with the proposed Act it appears the pendulum, which had for
so long swung toward the consumer, has begun to move the other
direction to the consumer's detriment.
Attacking the UPLL, Frumer, a
former law professor at SMU, said,
''The social purpose of tort is torn
or pulled a under by this document,'' and added that there is little
chance of its enactment into federal
law.
Other experts in product liability
law, also within the plaintiff/
consumer faction, joined with
Frumer in denouncing the UPLL.
Agreeing with F rumer was Michael
F . Colley, immedi ate Past President
of the Association of Trial Lawyers
of America, who said the uniform
law "causes us to lose rights-we
should work to defeat this legisla-

A t rhe symposiu m (left -right): For the defense is Ja ck
Ayres, noted Da llas allom ey representing manufacturin g tJ nd b11si11 ss concern s. Fo r the plaintiff is Joe
Jamail, well-known malpractice and produ ·1 liabil-
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tion." Colley spoke at the symposium on design defects. His
analysis was that there is a noticeable trend away from strict liability
in design defect cases back toward a
negligence standard . He suggested
that the best approach in this area is
to keep design defects within strict
liability, and to use the sets of cost/
benefit factors proposed by former
SMU Professor Wade or Page
Keeton that would apply to a particular case.
Disagreeing with the plaintiff
lawyers' viewpoint on the UPLL
was noted Arizona Defense Attorney Douglas L. Irish. Irish said he
felt that the legislature, not the
courthouse, was the proper arena
for social engineering. Sweeping
social policy should not be done in a
single case, he added. Irish spoke
on manufacturing defects, noting
that section 104 of the model law
limits strict liability of section 402A
of the Restatement 2d to construction or manufacturing defects and
express warranty cases.

ity attorney who has had 30 favorable judgments of
$1 million or more . Douglas Irish, Arizona attorney

representing the manufacturers viewpoint, speaks
on manufacturing defects.

Debate on Product Liability Trends
Countering Irish wa R bert
Downing, enior partner of Sidley
and Austin in Chicago . Downing
said that product liability acts are
limiting bills to the plaintiff' cause
of action. In order that the best bills
will be presented to tate legi latures, Downing said thal the plaintiff · Bar must not sit back and simply object to thes bills , but must
come forward with their own proposals to counter the in urance and
manufacturer · lobbies. Downing'.
prepared speech wa on the duty to
warn by manufacturers.

and avoid turning the ca e into cold
figures and
tatistic . This
humanism can be applied in jury
election in the choo ing of a medical expert, and in the closing argument, Jamail aid.

The Texas plaintiff's attorney
dubbed the new "King of Torts"
spoke to the group on Lhe fir l day of
the symposium. Joe Jamail, who recently settled a case with the Winchester Rifle Co. for $6.8 million for
an injury to a client caused by an
allegedly defective rifle di cussed
the role of the plaintiff's attorney in
a product Jiability Lrial. Jamail said
one of the attorney's key roles is to
present to the jury the human aspects of the plaintiff and his injury

Presenting the role of arbitration
in product liability Jaw was Robert
Coulson, Pre ident of the American
Arbitration Association. Coulson
aid that when the partie select arbitrators with an expertise in the
field of the product in que lion,
there i a redu tion of trial time
wasted in educating ao uneducated
lay jury and an indifferent judge.
Section 116 of the UPLL all ws a
party lo reque t non-binding arbitration in cases involving an amount

For the defense was Jack Ayre ·,
attorney and noted lecturer on law
and medicine. Ayres talked on
"Repre entiog Lhe Seller in a Products Liability Context.'' He aid
he believes that in the future product liability will be more of a comparative fault event.

West oast produ r liability plaintij]'.1· altorney
Rober/ Cortwright discusses the effect of .foreseeable a her uions to a producl. At the .~·cheduled fun h
at the Fairmont , William B. Safes , attorney with

in controversy of les than $50,000.
Robert E. Cartwright, respected
West Coast plaintiff's lawyer and
product liability handbook author,
spoke on the effect of alterations to
a product on the liability of the
manufacturer. Cartwright di cused cases in the pa t decade that
have imputed liability to a manufacturer where vandalism to the product, fore een by the manufacturer ,
resulted in plaintiff s injury, and
cases which have eliminated the assumption of risk defense where a
worker in an industrial setting was
not protected from his own negligence.
Jame B. Sale. of Fulbright and
Ja wor ki in Houston spoke on· 'The
Defen e of A umption oftbe Risk
and Misu e in Strict Tort
Liability-Percursors of Comparative Fault." Sale noted the uphill
battle of defen e attorney in trict
Liability ca es, saying that the
briefest discussions of areas in tort
concern defenses to strict liability.
(continued, p. 12)

Fulbright and Jaworski and a symposium speaker,
makes a point to SMU Law Professors Vince Walkowiak, Chairman of the Symposium , and Ellen K.
So/ender.
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(continued from p. 11)
Professor Walkowiak spoke on
"Contribution and IndemnityLoss Distribution'' as it applied to
product liability.

Other speakers were John P.
McLaughlin, Senior Vice-President
of Marsh and Mcclennan, Inc. of
Milwaukee, who spoke on insurance problems, and Melvin Friedman, who discussed state product
liability laws. Friedman is co-author
with Frumer of the product liability
hornbook. Edward O'Donnell,
counsel for the Ford Motor Co.,
discussed the manufacturers' view
of industry custom and government
regulatory standards. 0 'Donnell
said there is a missing element in
present product liability law. Stating that the views of academic writers such as Prosser, Wade and
Keeton have dominated the field of
product liability law for decades,
O'Donnell said the defense Bar has
failed in properly representing
manufacturers. He noted that the
general view that manufacturers

control governmental regulations is
a fallacy. The idea that the consumer benefits if the manufacturer
is subject to pressure and deterrence through strict liability law is
dubious, he added, because if the
company is very large, it is questionable that anyone will be deterred. And unlimited million dollarplus recoveries don't cause the
manufacturer to repent but to fight
in those cases, which works against
the consumer, he added.
The 3-day symposium concluded
with a panel discussion between
Frumer, Friedman, O'Donnell and
Walkowiak. The panel, although
not in total harmony, did agree that
a comparative-fault basis is see ping
into the body of product liabili ty
law. Walkowiak said the UPLL
does not adress the real
problems-that the money spent by
the Task Force to compose the
UPLL was misspent, and that with
the UPLL come more and more restrictions on the plaintiffs cause of
action.

(left to right)-Chicago attorney Robert Downing
discusses the manufacturer's duty to warn. At the
conclusion of the symposium, a panel of speakers
discussed trends in product liability law. Panel
members are: Product Liability hornbook co-author
Louis D. Frumer, Ford Motor General Counsel Edward O'Donnell, Product Liability hornbook co-
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The speeches and papers generated by the conference are to be
published by Matthew Bender &
Co. Transcripts of the symposium
are available to non-registrants by
writing the SMU Center for Advanced Professional Development.
The requests will be forwarded to
Matthew Bender & Co.

author Melvin Friedman, and SMU Professor Vince
Walkowiak. Above, Walter Jaeger, Professor
Emeritus at Georgetown Law School, speaks at the
symposium luncheon on the application of product
liability law concepts to other areas, particularly the
landlord/tenant relationship.

Trial
Advocacy
Winners
Third year law students Bill
Betts, George Johns and Randy
Ferguson went undefeated in six
rounds of competition to win the
fourth annual Geary, Stahl and
Spencer Trial Advocacy Competition. More than thirty second and
third year students participated in
the double elimination tournament
held during October and November. This year's competition
featured the civil case designed for
the National Trial Advocacy Competition sponsored by TYLA, titled
Gerald Huntington v. David Esterbach, Inc. The case revolves
around an alleged slander of a
small-town bank executive in the
form of an accusation of shoplifting
by the manager of the local ··Save
with Dave" supermarket. The case
was replete with hearsay, proof of
damages and other evidentiary
handles.
The competition is financed
through an annual gift from the Dallas firm of Geary, Stahl & Spencer,
which permits the Mock Trial Club
to provide the Finalists with awards
appropriate for their efforts in the
competition, which is entirely
extra-curricular. In addition, attorneys representing many Dallas
firms furthered the competition by
giving generously of their time and
experience as judges in the trials,
which lasted as long as four hours.
The final rounds of the competition
were judged this year by three-judge
panels from Geary, Stahl &
Spencer. Third-year students Ron
Mayers and Kay Summers, and
second-year student Steve Arnold
were runners up in the Competition.
In addition, SMU sent two teams
to the regional rounds of the TYLA
National Trial Competition, held
this February in Houston. Representing the Law School this year
were third-years Betts, Mayers,
Sawnie McEntire, Charles Bell and
Carol Stephenson.
Alumni interested in assisting the
Mock Trial Club or Team, are asked
to contact the Mock Trial Club, c/o
the Law School.

Professor Vince Walkowiak accepts the gift for courtroom repairs from Ted
Minick ('70).

Winstead, McGuire, Sechrest and
Trimble
Donate Gift for Courtroom Repairs
A gift from the Dallas firm of
Winstead, McGuire, Sechrest and
Trimble will enable the law school
to overhaul and update much of the
audio-visual equipment used in
connection with the Maceo Stewart
Memorial Courtroom located in
Florence Hall. Ted Minick, SMU
Law 1970 of the Winstead firm delivered the gift to Professor Vince
Walkowiak who teaches Trial Advocacy in the courtroom.

Mr. Minick has contributed much
of his time as a resource person for
the Trial Advocacy course. Professor Walkowiak and Professor Fred
Moss recently served as instructors
at the National Institute of Trial
Advocacy, Southern Regional
Program, in Austin, Texas. Professor Walkowiak also taught at the
Texas College of Trial Advocacy in
Houston.
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W ex Malone Tells
How Torts Tick
At Roy Ray Lecture

Spring
Lectures:

14

''The Decisional Environment in
Torts Litigation" was the theme of
the April 2 lecture by Professor
Emeritus Wex S. Malone of the
Louisianna State University Law
Center. Malone was speaker here at
the Law School's Third Annual Roy
R. Ray Lectureship, which is
named after SMU Professor
Emeritus Roy R. Ray, the founder
of the event.
Professor Malone, a widely
known Torts and workmen's compensation expert and author of a
Torts casebook and Nutshell, is the
second of only four recipients of the
William Prosser Award. Other_s to
receive the award are Leon Green,
Page Keeton and John Wade, comprising what some have called the
"Confederate Army," since all are
from Southern universities.
Professor Malone's love for his
subject was evidenced by his own
amusing admission at the beginning
of his speech when he said he
"makes no claims to being anything
but a Torts teacher. I taught Torts,
and I live Torts, and the rest of the
law school can go to hell as far as
I'm concerned."
On a more serious note, Malone
traced the changing emphasis in
Torts, saying, "I was taught in the
20s that Torts was a scheme for imposing liability for damages upon
someone who injured another
through his fault. Without a showing of fault, there was no liability.
"We were ready to believe (absolute or unqualified liability) were
exceptions-were freaks. But the
fault system was already deteriorating at that time, and since then it has
continued to deteriorate at an accelerated pace.
"We no longer accept the idea
that in order to impose liability, the
defendant must have done something wrong. Liability insurance can

readily be secured today to relieve
any wrongdoer from having to pay
for the price of his sins .
"Fault as I see it does not and
cannot serve as the exclusive
theoretical basis upon which a Tort
system must rest. Moral blameworthiness is only one factor, and the
role it plays is in hot competition
with a number of other factors
operating in the area of litigation.''
Other factors Malone mentioned
were the idea of having the one most
able to spread the loss down
through the channels of commerce
be the one to shoulder the loss, and
the idea that accident costs must be
placed on the shoulders of the person or organization that can change
his position and avoid the same accident in the future.
Professor Malone said the decisional environment is important in
today's Torts case because it embraces the arena within which the
struggle between warring policy
factors takes place. Most important
in determining this decisional environment is choosing the referees in
the dispute and the roles they will
play, Malone said.
"When we discuss the referee
function as a part of the decisional
environment, we are of course talking about the judge and the jury,"
the scholar said.
''The responsibility of apportioning the judgement-passing function
is a matter of utmost importance.
This task of apportionment is one
that is entrusted exclusively to the
judge," he added.
Professor Malone said that a
myriad of devices has come into being, such as the primafacie case, the
nonsuit and directed verdict, which
are the elaborate intellectual
machinery that makes possible an
intelligent apportionment of the
task of who is to decide what.

•

Malone noted how it is often more
important to determine who shall
make the decision than to determine
what the decision shall be. The
judge's decision is guided by precedent, and it reflects an overview to
the social, moral and economic values which have developed over a
period of time, he said. A jury, on
the other hand, tends to see chiefly
the immediate scene, with its sympathy working in favor of the plaintiff, Malone said.

"What we must bear in mind is
that whenever the accepted rules,
doctrines and other accepted intellectual devices that serve to apportion Lhe function of deciding are
wielded in such a ma nner a to place
increasing power within Lhe hands
of the jury, a significant step has
thereby been taken toward the imposition of absolute liability, even
though under the guise of fault terminology," Malone concluded.

Clements Discusses
Lawyer's Role
Texas Governor William P. Clements spoke to students at the Law
School on the role of the lawyer in
today's society. Clements was
speaker for the annual lecture sponsored by the Dallas firm of Strasburger and Price. The Governor
was introduced at the March 31st
lecture by Mark Martin , senior
partner of Strasburger and Price.
Governor Clements has had a
close relationship with SMU over
the years . He was raised two blocks
from the campus in Highland Park,
received his undergraduate degree
from SMU, and has served as the
University' s Chairman of the Board
of Governors.
At the speech, the Governor delivered a short address and then
fielded questions from the students.
Not wanting to restrict himself to a
single topic, Clements discussed an
"Irish stew-pot" of subjects; following are a few quotes from the
Governor concerning law-related
matters :
On attorneys in the Legislature:

"We have too many lawyers in
the Legislature. We have 4,000 bills
introduced each year. There's great
pride of authorship in introducing
bills-they count them like scalps.
We pass about 850 bills, so only one
in four gets passed. We have more
lawyers than any other profession
(in the Legislature.) It's like flies
and honey, it seems to attract
them."

On criminal defense attorneys in the
Legislature:

"We have too many criminal
lawyers in the Legislature. These
are lawyers who represent the criminal side, and they are the lawyers
who oppose, in a good many instances, the criminal packages we
put forward, and they are a powerful group.''
On his proposed surveillance bill:

"We will put to the Legislature,
through the proper channels, a bill
on surveillance this coming session.
It will be given high priority and
emergency status. The surveillance
bill wil be the tool by which we hope
to attack the drug problem in Texas.
It is the most insidious and cancerous problem that I know of in
Texas. "

On criminal defense attorneys in the
Legislature and his proposed surveillance bill:

"There is a united front in the
Legislature, made up of these criminal trial lawyers, that will oppose
the bill, and they wil lobby hard
against it, and they will use every
means at their disposal to beat the
bill. And these criminal trial lawyers
say, 'we just can't do that,' and yea,
I say it is an invasion of privacy of
the guy who engaged in drug traffic,
and we're going to invade his privacy, and I'm going to lock him
up."
On the limits of his proposed surveillance bill:
"We 'II present a bill that will only

be used in drug cases; it must have
the approval of the administrative
state district judge. It will be monitored and audited on a 30-day basis
and reviewed each 30 days for the
license of it. It cannot be u ed by
local police or sheriffs' office only
th rough the Department of Public
Safety.
On the effect of the Brilab Scandal
(involving the Texas House Speaker)
on the surveillance bill's passage:

"I think that Mr. (House
Speaker) Clayton's difficulties will
have emphasized the need for surveillance . Those legislators who
might normally be opposed will be
very reluctant to evidence their opposition, because it looks like they
might also be guilty of having done
something of the same nature, and
so they would vote for it to protect
their reputation."

Chief Justice Speaks
Chief Justice Joe R. Greenhill of
the Texas Supreme Court provided
a valuable insight into the workings
of Texas' highest civil court at a
speech at the Law School on April
3. Chief Justice Greenhill was at
SMU with three other Texas Supreme Court Justices to judge the
final round of the Russell M. Baker
Moot Court Competition. Accompanying Greenhill were Justice Will
Garwood, Justice Charles W. Barrow and Justice James B. Denton.
At his speech in Karcher Au-

ditorium, the Chief Justice discussed a week in the life of the Court.
Greenhill said the Court spends all
Monday morning and Tuesday afternoon reviewing writs of error
from the 17 lower courts. The
judges usually are able to dispose of
15 to 20 of the writs a week, he said.
"We have an internal discipline
that keeps us working on Saturdays
and Sundays just like you students
do," he said. "Each ofus has written two or three opinions a week on
(continued, p. 16)
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(continued from p. 15)

writs of error-except they are to
ourselves. These memorandum are
circulated on Thursday or Friday
before our Monday conference.
This way, over Saturday and Sunday, each of us will know what the
other judges will present on Monday and Tuesday. The conferences
go faster this way,'' he said.
"We have ten briefing attorneys.
I have two, and each of the other
Justices have one. In the Supreme
Court of the United States and in
most Circuit courts, the briefing attorneys are not allowed in the room
when the judges are discussing
cases. If the judges take notes, they
lock them up in the closet.
"We take an entirely different
approach. We work with our
briefing attorneys on the applications for writs of error and opinions.
And our briefing attorneys sit with
us in all our conferences, on anything except a personal matter. We
invite the law clerks to visit with us
because there are many new statutes that you (the students) know
more about than we do. Briefing attorneys do not speak in these meetings unless they are recognized, but
still it is a sharing experience.
''This scares the lawyers because
they think, perhaps, that the law
clerks are making the decisions.
This is not so; they have something
to give us, and we appreciate it and
use it.
"All nine of us consider every
case. A judge will present a case,
and if any three of us vote to grant
(the application for writ of error),
it's granted and is set down for argument four weeks later," he added.
Noting that eveyone on the Court
is a generalist, not a specialist,
Greenhill said a justice is assigned
every ninth case. This differs from
the U.S. Supreme Court, where the
Chief Justice makes subjective assignments, he added.
"Whoever draws a case must
write the opinion and circulate it on
the Friday before the Tuesday it will
be considered," the Chief Justice
said. "Tuesday is opinion day.
There may be 10 to 15 opinions to be
discussed. They are called up in the
order of how long they have been
there. The oldest case comes first."
Greenhill asked the students to
consider a job as a briefing attorney
for the Court.

From The Advocate
The Law School's Weekly Newspaper
Edited by Jane E. Jackson
Chief Justice Clarence A. Guittard and Associate Justice Ted M. Akin,
both from the Fifth District Court of Civil Appeals, spoke at the Law
School in January on Appelate Practice. Judge Akin discussed the
mechanics of the appellate process, and noted that the Fifth District Court
encourages advocacy during oral argument, and not dry reading directly
from the attorney's brief. Guittard discussed the factors that influence a
judge in his decision of an appeals case. Both judges encouraged the
students to respond to the Court's request for briefing attorneys after
graduation . . .
... The International Law Society celebrated the Chinese New Year February 16 with an elaborate Chinese dinner. More than 150 persons attended. The ILS also elected new officers for 1980-81. Sue Lefler was
elected President and Lian-Sheng Huang, Vice-President ...
... Associate Dean Peter Swords of the Columbia University School of
Law visited SMU in February as part of the ongoing ABA accreditation
proceedings. Swords met with University Administrators and Dean ad
interim A. J. Thomas ...
... A group of students have formed a weekly Bible Study group at the
Law School. The Wednesday meetings stress fellowship ...
... The Student Bar Association held elections in late February. Controversy arose when a candidate distributed T-shirts with campaign slogans
which were later determined to violate election rules. After several meetings of the Election Committee and SBA officers, a run-off election was
held. Elected President was Mike Gruber, Vice-President-Kathy
Stayman, Secretary-Pam Anderson, and Treasurer-John Camey ...
... In March the law journals announced their new boards of editors for
1980-81. Editor in Chief of the Southwestern Law Journal is
Sharon Freytag. Barry McBee will hold the comparable post on the Journal
of Air Law and Commerce . . .
... In January, the Association of Women Law Students (AWLS) sponsored a talk by Jan M. Horn ('76), an attorney with the Environmental
Protection Agency. Ms. Horn discussed the workings of a governmental
agency in general and EPA in particular, including in her speech insights on
the bureaucratic machinery and political pressures placed on those who
work for an administrative agency. Hom's speech was part of the AWLS
Attorney-Mentor Program at SMU. Also as part of the program, Dallas
attorney Rosemary Redmond spoke to the group in February on legal
services for the elderly ...
... The AWLS reached separate out-of-court settlements with three large
Dallas law firms over a suit alleging the firms used discriminatory hiring practices against women in violation of Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. A suit against a fourth firm is pending ...
... The hour-long documentary Death Row was shown at Karcher Auditorium in April. The film depicts the life of the men housed in the isolated
cells of the Ellis Unit of the Texas Department of Corrections facility in
Huntsville, Texas ...
... A campus chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union was formed in
February by several law students and undergraduates ...
. .. Several members of the Texas Supreme Court were on hand to judge
the final round of the Russell M. Baker Moot Court Competition in April.
Attending were Chief Justice Joe R. Greenhill, Justice Will Garwood,
Justice Charles W. Barrow and Justice James D. Denton. The judging by
the Supreme Court members renews an old tradition at SMU that has not
occurred for many years.

Harding Collection
at Law Library
The Southern Methodist University School of Law recently announced the establishment of the
Arthur L. Harding Memorial Collection of Jurisprudence in the Underwood Law Library.
Prior to his death on May 1, 1979,
Professor Harding taught at the
School of Law from 1927-33 and
again from 1946 until 1972 when he
retired as Emeritus Professor. In
the interim between teaching at
SMU, he taught at the University of
Idaho College of Law and served in
the military during World War II.
Born in Fayetteville, Arkansas,
Professor Harding received his
Bachelor of Arts degree from the
University of Arkansas, his Doctor
of Jurisprudence degree from the
University of Michigan and his Doctor of Juridical Science degree from
Harvard Law School. His special
areas of interest included contracts,
constitutional law, philosophy of
law and he co-authored and edited
eight Studies in Jurisdprudence.
Professor Harding was a 50-year
member of the State Bar of Texas, a
member of the Dallas Bar Association, the American Bar Association
and numerous other organizations.
The newly established Collection
of Jurisprudence was made possible
by the generosity of Mrs. Harding
who donated her husband's extensive personal jurisprudential library
to the Law School. An area in Underwood Law Library has been designated for the collection with a
portrait of Professor Harding and a
plaque identifying the area in the
library.

Program Schedule
SMU SCHOOL OF LAW
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CENTER FOR ADVANCED PRO- July 14'
Summer Short Courses on
FESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Antitrust: Law and Litigation
Partnership Taxation
both in Colorado Springs, Colorado
CLE PROGRAM SCHEDULESUMMER AND FALL
1980

September 24-26
3rd Annual Symposium on Federal
Tax Planning

July 6-11
Summer Short Course on Foreign
Investments in Colorado Springs, October 29-31
Colorado
3rd Annual Symposium on Estate
Planning

(left to right)-Fred Stradley ('59), C. L. (Mike) Schmidt ('65), Jim Knox ('53)
and Robert Vial ('50) stand next to a plaque recently placed in the Law
School courtroom. The plaque is in recognition of the Vial Hamilton, Koch,
Tubb, Knox and Stradley Fundfor Trial Advocacy. The fund will supply the
trial advocacy faculty with the implements necessary to conduct the trial
advocacy course.
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A. J. Thoinas, Jr. Fellowship
In International Cointnercial Law
By S. T. Reiner
In late February, at the SMU
School of Law - Symposium on
Product Liability, two old friends
met to celebrate the establishment
by the Matthew Bender & Company
of the A. J. Thomas, Jr. Fellowship
in International Commercial Law.
The old friends were Dr. Louis R.
Frum er,
Vice-Chairman
of
Matthew Bender & Company and
Dean ad interim A. J. Thomas, Jr.,
of Southern Methodist University
School of Law.

tion is unique. It is the first time a
law school has undertaken to present a legal service type publication.
It will contain initially two volumes,
one of text and one of original
source material in both Spanish and
English.

Matthew Bender & Company will
publish and market the Treatise for
the Law School. The Law School
will edit and update the Treatise.
(continued, next page)

Immediately following World
War II two young professors joined
the faculty of the SMU School of
Law, Professor Louis R. Frumer
and Professor A. J. Thomas, Jr.
Professor Frumer went from SMU
to a distinguished teaching career at
Syracuse University School of Law
and following to Matthew Bender &
Company, one of the nation's leading publishers of legal books.
Frumer soon rose through corporate ranks to the position of Vicechairman of the company. Professor Thomas remained with SMU to
become the William Hawley Atwell
Professor of Constitutional Law
and most recently Dean ad interim,
of the Law School. These two
scholars have added to legal literature through books and articles too
numerous to list.
In October 1979, the Center for
Advanced Professional Development sponsored a Symposium on
Doing Business in Mexico. Out of
the papers delivered at the symposium a Treatise, Doing Business
in Mexico was born. This publica-
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Dr. Louis R. Frumer presents fellowship funds to
Dean ad interim A. J. Thomas, Jr.

(continued from p. 18)
Because Matthew Bender believed this project of the Law
School to be exciting and innovative, Louis Frumer agreed on behalf
of Matthew Bender to fund a fellowship in International Commercial
Law to be named in honor of his
long time friend, Dean A. J.
Thomas, Jr.
The fellowship is to be granted to
a Master of Comparative Law candidate who is a bilingual member of
the Mexican bar and to whom the
Law School has, by virtue of the
recipient's excellence, granted a
scholarship.

It seems important to mention
that in addition to the Doing Business in Mexico Treatise, Matthew
Bender also has published other law
books written by others having
close ties with the Law School:
Alan R. Bromberg
William V. Dorsaneo
Herbert S. Kendrick
Robert Brousseau
Vincent S. Walkowiak

Facult Notes
Professor Roy R. Anderson attended the
national finals in New York City of the
National Moot Court Competition. He
accompanied the team representing
SMU.
Professor William J. Bridge has written
an article, "Les substituts aux courtes
peines d'emprisonnement aux EtatsUnis d'Amerique: Un aper1,:u," in the
1979 Revue de science criminelle et de
droit penal compare 533 (Paris).
Professor Regis W. Campfield has been
elected to membership in The International Academy of Estate and Trust
Law by the Academy's Executive
Council. Less than one-fourth of one
percent of the members of the Bar in the
country are chosen for membership in
the Academy.
Professor Neil H. Cogan delivered
speeches from two papers in progress at
the AALS convention in Phoenix. The
papers are: "On the Definition of Public
Actions and Concerns of Public Action
Adjudication," and "On the Role of the
Public in Public Actions."

Associate Dean Joseph W. McKnight

spoke on "The Closely-Held Business
in Divorce Division, Analysis of Recent
Cases" at the Sixth Biennial Specialists
Symposium on Texas Family Law and
Community Property in late March.
McKnight is responsible for designing
the program of biennial seminars.
Professor Charles J. Morris presented
an address to the Third Annual U.S.
Department of Defense LaborManagement Relations Conference. His
address was entitled: "An Impasses
Panel Member Looks at Federal
Labor-Management Relations." In
April, Morris presented the keynote
paper at a conference on Interest Arbitration sponsored by the University of
British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C. The
paper is entitled "Interest Arbitration:
Panacea's Art or Pandora's Box?" He
also addressed the annual convention of
the Society of Federal Labor Relations
Professionals in Washington, D.C. in
March and was the dinner speaker at a
Public Workers' Seminar in Austin
sponsored by the Texas AFL-CIO.

(continued, p. 20)

The friendship of two farsighted
individuals has grown over the
years. This friendship now has
brought forth fruit which not only
inures to the benefit of the Law
School but will further enhance its
reputation as a national and international center of legal learning.

Placement
The Placement Office at the Law
School Is always ready to serve the
need for associates or students for part
time work. Resumes can be sent or the
firm can set up an interview with our
students at the School. About three
weeks advance notice should be given.

The Honorable Fred Shannon, District Court Judge from San Antonio,
discusses Setting Temporary Orders at the Sixth Biennial Specialists Symposium on Texas Family Law and Community Property held in March at
SMU.
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(continued from p. 19)
Professor J. Scott Morris attended the
Mid-Winter meeting of the Tax Section
of the ABA held in New Orleans in
January.

Professor Fred C. Moss was a member of
the "Visiting Faculty" at the University
of New Mexico's intersession trial advocacy course held in early January.

Professor Fred W. Peel had an article,
"Definition of a Partnership: New
Suggestions on an Old Issue," published in the February issue of the University of Wisconsin Law Review.

Professor Thomas G. Pelham presented
"The State's Role in Land Use Controls" at the Conference on the Respective Roles of State and Local Governments in Land Policy, at the University
,;,f Southern California Law Center, Los
Angeles in February.

Professor Jeswald W. Salacuse chaired
the quarterly meeting in January of the
Committee on Law in the Middle East,
sponsored by the Social Science Research Council and the American Council of Learned Societies. Salacuse visited Egypt for a week in late March as a
Ford Foundation consultant to the
Egyptian General Authority for Investment. He participated in a conference
on proposals for a new Egyptian Company law.

Dr. Zumberge Speaks
At Florence Hall
Dr. James H. Zumberge, President of Southern Methodist University, addressed the law students in
Florence Hall in January. Zumberge discussed the state of the
University, and the relationship between the University and the Law
School. Concerning fiscal matters,
the President said that he has been
able to balance the budget at the
University for the past three years
and is on the way to a fourth.
Dr. Zumberge noted that when he
arrived here in the Fall of 1975, "the
attitude was one of frustration and
distrust with the way things were
going at SMU."
'' My own impression now is that
things are considerably different,"
he said. "We are used to the inflationary system. We know we
must pay more and more for education. I'm not saying that that is the
way it should be-but that is the
way it is," he added.
To combat the inflationary spiral
of educational expenses, the University is engaged in a $153 million
campaign to increase the endow-

ment to help defray the costs of running the University, Zumberge said.
Concerning another law school in
Dallas, Dr. Zumberge said, "There
have been efforts by well-meaning
individuals to support a state-run
law school in this area, but I believe
this is a misapplication of state
funds. We have sucessfully staved
off several attempts to do that in the
last session of the Legislature."
On the federal government and
SMU, he said, "Federal regulations
are the most serious threat to this
university.'' He said a surprising
portion of the University's funds
must be diverted away from improving educational quality and used for
complying with federal regulations.
And on recent program and departmental cuts at SMU, he noted
"With a limited program we can
concentrate on certain programs
and keep them strong. We rid ourselves of the weak ones-and the
Law School is not one of them. The
outlook for the Law School is extremely good."

Dean Ad Interim A. J. Thomas attended
the ABA Dean's Workshop in Chicago
in February. Thomas also was elected to
the Board of Trustees of the Dallas Bar
Association.

Professor Vincent S. Walkowiak was
Chairman and Speaker at the Product
Liability Symposium sponsored by the
Continuing Legal Education Department of SMU, held on February 27-29
in Dallas.
·
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(left to right)-Stephen Webster and Marshall Gandy receive an engraved
plaque from LeRoy Street ('70), with the firm of Geary, Stahl and Spencer.
Webster and Gandy won the final round of the Geary, Stahl and Spencer
Mock Trial Competition.

1968

Alumni Milestones
1938
James L. Noel, retired U.S. District Judge,

Scott C. Wang has recently returned from

has private offices in the Capital National
Bank Building in Houston but is not engaged
in the private practice of law .

Shanghai, China, where he attended the funeral of his mother. While in China, Wang met
with officials of the Chinese Legal Affairs
Department of Promotion of International
Trade as well as officials of the Engineering
Technical Service Department of the State
Department.

1939
Guy L. Nevill has been elected Chairman of

the Natural Resources Section of the State
Bar of Texas.

1962
1950

E. Lawrence Merriman is a partner in the
Longivew firm of Nichols, Merriman, Patterson and Allison.

Donald P. "Rocky" Wilcox has been ap-

pointed general counsel of the 16,500
member Texas Medical Association. Wilcox
formerly was Director of the Health Law Department of the American Medical Association in Chicago.

1969
Sam Bournias has been appointed Freestone

County Judge and will preside in Fairfield,
Texas.

Henry W. Grenley is specializing in litigation,
civil and criminal, with the firm of Mullavey,
Prout, Grenley, Hall and Sonkin in Seattle.

1970

Landon T. Carlson was appointed General

James Patrick Bradley is a member of the firm

Counsel for Mobil Exploration Company,
Inc., headquartered in Houston.

of Richards, Harris and Medlock in Dallas.

1963
Kelvin Wyrick, A member of the Texarkana,

George M. Cunyus is Senior Vice-President,

Arkansas City Planning Commission was
selected to lead a seminar at the 45th Annual
Municipal League Meeting in Hot Springs.

Secretary, Director and General Counsel of
Hunt Oil Company, Dallas. He is also
Chairman of the Board of East Texas Salt
Water Disposal Company , Tyler, and Brooks
Well Servicing, Inc., Kilgore, Texas .

1964

1958

Ronald B. Brin and his brother George Brin
('67) have formed their own firm for the practice of law at No. I Gaslight Square, Corpus
Christi.

1956

Ronald L. Goranson is Associate Director of
the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers' Association. He is also Chairman of the Board
of Governors, Dallas County Criminal Bar.

Penelope Yates Lary has a limited legal prac-

tice of planned community development and
homeowner's associations while raising two
young girls. Her husband, Mike, specializes
in Family Law and Workman's Compensation in the Dallas/Ft. Worth area.

Robert A. Watson has opened his own firm

under the name of Watson and Ice. Also joining the firm is Jack C. Worsham.

Stephen R. Sundgaard is an attorney in the
William W. Rodgers is now President of Sec-

1959
Larry L. Gollaher has left the partnership of

urity Bank and Trust Company, Blackwell,
Oklahoma. He also has been elected Chairman of the Board of the Oklahoma Bankers
Association for 1979-80.

Neil Van Zandt is President of Cline, Cline
and Van Zandt P.C., of Ft. Worth.

Thompson, Coe, Cousins and Irons and has
opened offices for the practice of law at
Stemmons Tower West in Dallas.

1966
David G. McLane served as President of the

1961
L. Henry Gissel, Jr., with the firm of Fulbright & Jaworski in Houston, has been cer-

Southwest Regional Counsel's Office,
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms in
Dallas.

Southwest Pension Conference for 1978-79
and has been a member of the Board since
1974.

1971
David A. Ives joined the Law Department of

the LTV Corporation in January, 1980.

Stephen C. Mahood has been named the

tified by the State Bar of Texas as an Estate
Planning and Probate Law Specialist.

1967

Executive Vice President ofSEDCO, Inc., a
Dallas based international drilling and oil
exploration company.

Jerry D. Rucker of Dallas attended the 1980
Ron Grleshelmer currently is running for his
fifth term in the Illinois House ofRepresentati ves. He is a partner in the firm of
Griesheimer and Thompson in Waukegan.

White House Conference on Small Business.
He served as the moderator at the conference
on Taxation, Capital Formation and Retention.

Richard D. Monroe was recently named De-

puty Regional Counsel at the Department of
Energy, Region VI, Dallas.
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Alumni Milestones

R. Michael Parker '70 and his wife Lynne are

1972
Kenneth M. Morris is practicing law in Hous-

Ransom A. Ellis, III is associated with the law

ton with the firm of Morris, Campbell and
Seikel. Other firm members are Rhett G.
Campbell ('73) and David Seikel.

offices of Ellis and King, Springfield Missouri, practicing Labor Relations Law. Ellis
formerly was a field attorney with the NLRB,
Region 16, Ft. Worth.

John D. Rainey has become a partner in the
firm of Gilbert, Gilbert and Rainey in Angleton, Texas.

1973

Henry W. Grenley '69 and his wife Connie
announce the birth of a son, David Walker,
born on June 21, 1979.

1976
Colleen A. Dunbar opened her own law office

on Fairmont at Turtle Creek, Dallas, with an
emphasis in Criminal and Family Law.

Evelyn H. Biery was named an Outstanding

Frank H. Hogle, Jr. is now associated with

Young Lawyer in San Antonio in 1979. She is
also the Chairperson of the Merit Screening
Committee which will review the qualifications of Texas bankruptcy judges.

the firm of John Wright and Associates in
Grand Prairie, Texas.
Hal Moorman, his wife Lucy and their young

the proud parents of a daughter, Catherine
Ellen, born February 17, 1978.
James W. Massie III '74 and his wife Sandy

are proud to announce the birth of a daughter, Mary Ellen, born September 23, 1979.
Joe A. Byrom '75 and hs wife Carla are the

proud parents of a daughter, Celeste
Elizabeth, born July 3, 1979.
Jeff Smith '75 and his wife announce the birth
of a daughter, Bria Lauren, born November
8, 1979.
Byron H. Rubin '75 and his wife became the

Michael Lewis Parham had been named part-

son Ted have recently completed the restoration of their home, a 105-year old Victorian
cottage in Bernham, Texas.

ner in the firm of Vial, Hamilton, Koch,
Tubb, Knox and Stradley in Dallas.

Tom W. Titus is an attorney with the Col-

Stayton M. Bonner, Jr. '77 and his wife Ella

1974
William P. Bivins, Jr., with the legal depart-

ment of Ford Motor Company in Dearborn,
Michigan, has contributed to the Law School
Fund in memory of Mildred Louise Everett
Vllott ('74).
J. Frank Kinsel, Jr. has become an associate

with the firm of Naman, Howell, Smith, Lee
and Muldrow, in Waco, Texas.

orado Interstate Gas Company, in Colorado
Springs. He specializes in FERC regulatory
work.

announce the birth of a son, Stayton M., III,
born on September 5, 1979.

1977

Bruce Stensrud '77 and his wife are proud to
announce the birth of a baby boy, Brucker
Lee, born September 7, 1979.

Patrick F. McManemln is an associate with
the firm of Winstead, McGuire, Sechrest &
Trimble in Dallas .
Milam Randolph Pharo has passed the Colorado bar and is associated with Ponlson,
Odell and Peterson in Denver.
Laurie Riach Mccallum is assistant legal

Douglas B. Owen has joined Arthur L. Owen

Company, Inc., a property and casualty insurance agency in Dallas. He formerly was
Chief of the State and County Division of the
Attorney General's Office in Austin.
Doyle Henry Willis, Jr. is an attorney in the
Southwest Regional Office of the National
Labor Relations Board in Ft. Worth.

1975

proud parents of a daughter, Lisa Louise,
born on September 13, 1978.

counsel to the Governor of Wisconsin.

Russell Cooper '78 and his wife are the proud
parents of a daughter, Carolyn Joyce, born
September 24, 1979.
Temple 8. Ingram '79 and his wife Janet an-

nounce the birth of their baby boy, Lon
Cartwright, born on October 2, 1979.

1978
S. A. Guiberson has opened new law offices

on Shepherd Street in Houston.
Michael Lee Kreager is associated with

MARRIAGES
Richard M. Hewitt '63 to Linda G. Lipsie, on

October 26, 1979.

Soules and McCamish, Inc., in San Antonio.
Ransom A. Ellis, III '75 to Marjehne A.
Rebecca Robinson Morris was elected to the

Plano School Board. She became a Certified
Public Accountant in June, 1979.

Vasse, on January 12, 1980.
Marjorie Ulman '75 to Irwin B. Rothschild,

William K. Alley, Jr. is a Trust Officer with
the Estate Administration Department of the
First National Bank in Dallas.

Robert Roofner has been appointed Manager
of Texas for Liquid Air Corp., located in San
Francisco.

III, on October 7, I 979. Both work for the U.
S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission in
Bethesda, Maryland.

Howard G. Barnett, Jr. has become a partner

1979

Laurie Rlach '77 to Scott McCallum, Wisconsin State Senator, on June 19, 1980.

in the firm of Sneed, Lang, Adams, Hamilton
Downie and Barnett in Tulsa.
Byron H. Rubin has joined with Edwin R.

Daniels, CLU, to form the firm of Daniels
and Rubin at Exchange Park Mall in Dallas.
The firm specializes in financial planning and
insurance.
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Temple 8. Ingram, Jr. formerly of El Paso,

has moved to San Antonio with U.S. District
Judge William S. Sessions and will serve as
the judge's clerk.
Kay Vandever is the house counsel for WalMart Stores , Inc., with home offices in Bentonville, Arkansas.

John M. Alton '77 to Peggy Jean Hindenbach

on September 29, 1979 in New Canaan, Connecticut.
Robert Roofner '78 to Teresa Phelps, on Oc-

tober 6, 1979 in Dallas.

Alumni Officers Elected
At its meeting on March 11, 1980,
the Law Alumni Association Council elected Robert L. (Skip) Trimble
'64 as President of the SMU Law
Alumni Association for 1979-80. A
partner in the firm of Winstead,
McGuire, Sechrest & Trimble, Mr.
Trimble served as Chairman of the
1978-79 Law School Fund.
Emily A. Parker '73 was elected
Vice-President, and Maurice E.
Purnell , Jr. '66 was elected Secretary-Treasurer of the Associa-

tion. Gene Francis '66 was elected
to the Chairmanship of the 1979-80
Law School Fund.
Gene Francis '66, Alan Griswood
'50, Judith K. Johnson '75, Shannon
Jones '50, Garland Lasater, Jr. '66,
Rufus McKnight '47, C. Ted Raines
'62 and Sue Scoggins Rucker '73
were elected to the Council for three
year terms.
A resolution of appreciation was
adopted thanking the members of
the Alumni Association Council
whose terms expired this year.

They are William L. Bondurant '48,
William M. Boyd '63, John J.
Eikenburg '64, Charles E. Galey
'59, Judge Annette Stewart '66,
Jack A. Titus '52, Windle Turley '65
and Walter P. Zivley ' 55.
Resolutions of appreciation were
also adopted thanking Robert L.
(Skip) Trimble for his leadership of
the successful Law School Fund,
and Edward A. Copley '60 for serving as President of the Law Alumni
Association for 1978-79.

Perhaps ...
the reason your name isn't listed in the ALUMNI MILESTONES section is that we naven't heard
from you recently.
Use this handy news notes blank and tell us a little about how your life has changed recently. ALUMNI MILESTONES will be a regular feature of each issue of The Brief. Your friends do
care!
NAM.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

Class Year_ _ _ _ __

ADDRESS,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

Dear ALUMNI MILESTONES: You may be interested to know that

Clip out and mail to: Criss Stone, School of Law, SMU, Storey Hall, Dallas, Texas 75275 .
THANK YOU!
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Southern Methodist University
Law Alumni Association

Box 116
Dallas, Texas 75275

"History is a voice forever sounding
across the centuries the laws of
right and wrong. Opinions alter,
manners change, creeds rise and fall,
but the moral l(IU) is written on
the tablets of eternity. For every false
word or unrighteous deed, for
cruelty and oppression, for lust or vanity,
the price has to be paid at last,' not
always by the chief offenders, but paid
by someone. Justice and truth alone
endure and live. Injustice and
falsehood may be long-lived, but
doomsday comes at last to them,
in French Revolutions and other
terrible ways." James Anthony Froude
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